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Abstract This paper examines an integrated solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) absorption heating and cooling system used for buildings. The integrated system can provide heating/cooling and/or hot water for buildings while consuming natural gas. The aim of this study is to give an overall description of the system. The possibility of such an integrated system is discussed and the conﬁguration of the system is described. A system model is presented, and a speciﬁc case study of the system, which consists of a pre-commercial SOFC system and a commercial LiBr absorption system, is performed. In the case study, the detailed conﬁguration of an integrated system is given, and the heat and mass balance and system performance are obtained through numerical calculation. Based on the case study, some considerations with respect to system component selection, system conﬁguration and design are discussed. Additionally, the economic and environmental issues of this speciﬁc system are evaluated brieﬂy. The results show that the combined system demonstrates great advantages in both technical and environmental aspects. With the present development trends in solid oxide fuel cells and the commercial status of absorption heating and cooling systems, it is very likely that such a combined system will become increasingly feasible within the following decade.  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Keywords: Solid oxide fuel cell; Absorption heat pump; Heating; Cooling; Building



1. Introduction Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert the chemical energy of a fuel directly into electrical energy. Fuel cells are a clean, quiet and eﬃcient energy conversion technology and have been considered to be an advanced alternative to conventional combustion technologies for power generation. Fuel cells also may have high eﬃciencies even in small size units and are easy to site. Because of these features, fuel cells have recently been the focus of great interest as a distributed generation technology [1–4]. Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are one type of fuel cell and use ceramic materials as their electrodes and electrolyte. This allows SOFCs to work at high temperatures (up to 1300 K). Because of their high operating tempera*
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ture, SOFCs are capable of incorporating internal fuel reformation, which allows multiple fuel options. Natural gas is one of the fuels that can be directly consumed by a SOFC system with an internal reformer [5,6]. SOFC systems also exhibit stable performance with a varying load [7–9]. The high temperature operation also makes SOFC systems less susceptible to fuel composition changes than low temperature systems. These features make SOFCs particularly suitable for distributed power generation and integration with other types of bottoming cycles such as gas turbine cycles and cogeneration [7,10–12]. A heat pump is an environmental energy technology that extracts heat from low temperature sources, upgrades it to a higher temperature and releases it for the required applications, such as space and water heating. Heat pumps can also be used in a reverse mode for cooling purposes, such as refrigeration and air conditioning. Heat pumps can be categorized into systems using vapor compression
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Nomenclature [CH4] [CO] [CO2] cp COP f h Dhe Dhfuel Dhhc [H2] [H2O] K m_ n P P H2 O P CH4 PCO P CO2 Q T x y z Uf



molar ﬂow rate of methane (mol s1) molar ﬂow rate of carbon monoxide (mol s1) molar ﬂow rate of carbon dioxide (mol s1) speciﬁc heat at constant pressure (J mol1 K1) coeﬃcient of performance hydrogen ﬂow rate at inlet of SOFC stack (mol s1) enthalpy (J mol1) combustion heat of hydrogen (J mol1) combustion heat of natural gas fed into combined system (J s1) combustion heat of consumed hydrogen in SOFC bundle (J s1) molar ﬂow rate of hydrogen (mol s1) molar ﬂow rate of steam (mol s1) reaction equilibrium constant mass ﬂow rate (kg s1) total molar ﬂow rate of gas mixture (mol s1) partial pressure of a gas in anode gas mixture partial pressure of steam in anode gas mixture partial pressure of methane in anode gas mixture partial pressure of carbon monoxide in anode gas mixture partial pressure of carbon dioxide in anode gas mixture heat (J) temperature (K) molar ﬂow rate of the reacted methane in reforming reaction (mol s1) molar ﬂow rate of reacted carbon monoxide in shifting reaction (mol s1) molar ﬂow rate of reacted hydrogen in electrochemical reaction (mol s1) fuel utilization



cycles and absorption cycles. Absorption heating and cooling systems are thermally driven, which means that heat rather than mechanical energy is supplied to drive the cycle. Thermally driven absorption heating and cooling systems are attractive for using waste heat from other processes. They only require a small amount of electric power to drive the system, and they can use natural substances, which do not cause ozone depletion, as a working ﬂuid. Fuel cell systems can be used as for combined heat and power (CHP) technology in buildings [13–16,42]. Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) and phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFC) are widely used for CHP applications [15,16] but exhibit operation with electrical eﬃciencies only in the low 30% range. Furthermore, the lower operating temperature of a PEMFC requires the use of highly reformed fuels such as hydrogen and prohibits eﬀective utilization of its waste heat for most absorption or



wAC wDC wH2 S



AC power generated from SOFC power generation unit (W) DC power generated from SOFC power generation unit (W) molar ﬂow rate of hydrogen decomposed from H2S (mol s1)



Greek symbols g eﬃciency D diﬀerence Subscripts AB absorber AC alternating current CH4 methane CO condenser CO carbon monoxide CO2 carbon dioxide c cooling mode DC direct current e electrochemical reaction el electric EV evaporator GE generator H2 hydrogen H2O water vapor h heating mode r reforming f fuel s shifting stack fuel cell stack Superscripts i inlet o outlet



water heating technologies. We will show that a higher temperature SOFC system has greater advantages for the combined supply of heating and electricity over these technologies. As mentioned above, SOFC systems with internal reformation can be directly powered with natural gas, a fuel that already has an extensive supply infrastructure. It also emits ﬂue gas at high temperatures, which allow it to be used as input for an absorption heating and cooling system. We propose a CHP design that combines a SOFC with an absorption heating and cooling system to produce power, heating/cooling and/or hot water for buildings while consuming natural gas. The high temperature exhaust and high eﬃciency (electrical and thermal) of our system render it superior to conventional low temperature CHP systems as described in Refs. [4,16,42]. For large residential or commercial buildings, such as oﬃce buildings, apartment
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buildings, hospitals, swimming pools, supermarkets, etc., a combined system such as our proposed system will be very promising in the near future. 2. System conﬁguration and description The basic system conﬁguration of the combined system is shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of a desulfurizer, an internal reforming SOFC stack, a combustor, and an absorption heating and cooling system. After being desulfurized, natural gas is internally reformed, and the product, a hydrogen rich gas mixture, is fed into the SOFC anodes. Simultaneously, the air is pre-heated and fed into the SOFC cathodes. In the SOFC stack, the electrochemical reaction occurs at the interfaces of the electrolytes and anodes. Electricity is generated by electrons ﬂowing through the anodes and an external circuit to the interconnects and cathodes. The reaction heat is internally used to support the reformation reaction. The depleted fuel and air streams are then fed into the combustor, where the residual fuel gases (hydrogen H2, carbon monoxide CO and methane CH4) are combusted with the excess oxygen from the depleted air stream. The hot ﬂue gas ﬂows through the high temperature generator, and the thermal energy is transferred to the refrigerant-absorbent mixture in the generator. This heating process generates refrigerant vapor and strong working solution. The strong working solution falls into an absorber. The refrigerant vapor ﬂows into a condenser and is condensed into a subcooled or saturated liquid in the condenser and then ﬂows into the evaporator. The liquid refrigerant leaves the evaporator and is absorbed by the strong working solution in the absorber. The processes in the condenser and absorber reject heat, which can be used as
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heating sources. The process in the evaporator absorbs the heat from low temperature sources. Thus, the heat pump process can be used for heating as well as cooling purposes. The ﬂue gas from the generator is also used to heat the air and fuel streams fed into the SOFC stack, or it can bypass the absorption system to a water heater to produce hot water. 3. System modeling To calculate the thermodynamic properties and chemical composition of the gases at the inlet and outlet of the system’s components, the energy and mass balances and the system performance, a detailed system model must be created. This model must interrelate the internal reformation, the electrochemical reaction and the component heat and mass balances. 3.1. Internal reformer model Internal reforming is an attractive option that oﬀers signiﬁcant cost reduction, higher eﬃciencies and faster load responses for a SOFC. In a SOFC system, anode gas recycling can be used to provide steam to the reforming process, which occurs at the anode side of the SOFC stack. The reaction mechanisms for internal reforming of natural gas are: Reforming reaction : CH4 þH2 O ! COþ3H2 ðx mol=sÞ ð1Þ Shifting reaction : COþH2 O ! CO2 þH2 ðy mol=sÞ ð2Þ Electrochemical reaction : H2 þ 0:5O ! H2 O ðz mol=sÞ



Because of the high operating temperature and catalytic eﬀect of the anode materials, the reforming and shifting reactions are assumed to be in equilibrium during SOFC operation, and the equilibrium constants can be expressed as functions of the partial pressures of the gas components: Internal-Reforming Solid Oxide Fuel Cell System



Absorption Heat Pump System



Electricity Power Conditioner



Q CO



Generator



Condenser



Expansion Valve



Air



Internal-Reforming Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Stack



Q GE Solution Pump



Combustor Q EV



Evaporator



Absorber



ð3Þ



Q AB Flue gas



Desulferizer



Natural gas



Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the basic conﬁguration of a combined system.
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P 3H2 P CO P CH4 P H2 O P H2 P CO2 Ks ¼ P CO P H2 O Kr ¼



Reforming: Shifting:



ð4Þ ð5Þ



The equilibrium constants can also be expressed as functions of the mole fractions of the gas components:



i



Kr ¼



i



ðð½CO þ x  yÞ=ðni þ 2xÞÞðð½H2  þ 3x þ y  zÞ=ðni þ 2xÞÞ i



i



ðð½CH4   xÞ=ðni þ 2xÞÞðð½H2 O  x  y þ zÞ=ðni þ 2xÞÞ i



Ks ¼



P 2r



ð6Þ



i



ðð½CO2 þ yÞ=ðni þ 2xÞÞðð½H2  þ 3x þ y  zÞ=ðni þ 2xÞÞ i



ð7Þ



i



ðð½CO þ x  yÞ=ðni þ 2xÞÞðð½H2 O  x  y þ zÞ=ðni þ 2xÞÞ



where superscript ‘i’ refers to the inlet, and subscripts ‘r’ and ‘s’ refer to the reforming and shifting reactions, respectively. ni is the total inlet molar ﬂow rate of the gas mixture and x, y and z are the reacted molar ﬂow rates of CH4, CO and H2 in the reactions given in Eqs. (1)–(3), respectively. These molar ﬂow rates satisfy the following relationship: z ¼ U f ð3x þ yÞ



ð8Þ



where Uf is the fuel utilization in the SOFC stack. When the temperature is known, the equilibrium can be calculated from: log K ¼ AT 4 þ BT 3 þ CT 2 þ DT þ E



ð9Þ



where constants A, B, C, D and E are listed in Table 1. The reformation reaction is an endothermic process, and the shifting reaction is exothermic. The reaction heats for the reformation and shifting processes can be calculated using the following equations: Qr ¼ xðhCO þ 3 hH2  hH2 O  hCH4 Þ



ð10Þ



Qs ¼ yðhCO2 þ hH2  hCO  hH2 O Þ



ð11Þ



The net heat needed for the shifting and reformation reactions is provided by the electrochemical reaction in SOFCs. 3.2. SOFC model The SOFC model is based on a pre-commercial tubular SOFC combined heat and power system (SOFC-CHP) developed by Siemens-Westinghouse. This study focuses Table 1 Coeﬃcients for calculation of the equilibrium constants [17,18]



A B C D E



on the thermodynamic aspects of the SOFC system. Operational data for this system is provided by Siemens-Westinghouse and is given in Table 2 [19]. The DC eﬃciency of the SOFC bundle (gDC) is deﬁned in Eq. (12), where wDC is the DC power produced by the SOFC power generation unit and Dhhc is the combustion heat of the consumed hydrogen in the SOFC bundle.



Reforming



Shifting



2.63121 · 1011 1.24065 · 107 2.25232 · 104 1.95028 · 101 6.61395 · 101



5.47301 · 1012 2.57479 · 108 4.63742 · 105 3.91500 · 102 1.32097 · 101



gDC ¼



wDC Dhhc



ð12Þ



The total heat generated in the SOFC stack Qstack can be calculated by Eq. (13) Qstack ¼



wDC ð1  gDC Þ gDC



ð13Þ



This generated heat includes the reversible electrochemical reaction heat and the heat due to the irreversibility of the process. It provides the heat for internal reforming and pre-heating of the incoming reactants. The ﬂow rate of hydrogen fed into the SOFC stack can be calculated as i fstack ¼



wDC U f gDC Dhe



ð14Þ



where Dhe is the enthalpy of formation of the electrochemical reaction given in Eq. (3). The enthalpy changes of the reactants and products due to temperature variation are calculated by Z T1 Dh ¼ cp dT ð15Þ T2



Because of the high operating temperature of a SOFC, it can be assumed that all of the reactants display ideal gas behavior and can, thus, be used with standard cp(T) values [20]. The system’s electrical eﬃciency for the combined system is deﬁned as follows: Table 2 The operating parameters of a 110 kW tubular SOFC DC power (wDC) AC power (wAC) DC eﬃciency (gDC) AC eﬃciency (gAC) Fuel utilization (Uf) Stoichiometric air Stack temperature



110 kW 95.5 kW 53% 46% 85% 4 1000 C
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gsystem ¼



wAC Dhfuel



ð16Þ



ð19Þ



gHeating



ð20Þ



Assuming steady state operation for each heat exchanging component in the absorption system, we can apply a standard mass and energy balance: X X Mass balance : m_ i  m_ o ¼ 0 ð21Þ X _ þ Q_ ¼ 0 Energy balance : mh ð22Þ



A conventional heat driven dual pressure absorption system consists of an evaporator, a condenser, a generator and an absorber, as shown in Fig. 1. When the refrigerant leaves the evaporator, it is absorbed by a second working ﬂuid. This absorption process rejects heat. The liquid mixture of absorbent and refrigerant is pumped to a higher pressure and into the generator. Direct thermal energy from a high temperature source is transferred to the refrigerant/absorbent mixture in the generator. This heating process generates refrigerant vapor, which ﬂows into the condenser. The remaining liquid absorbent is then throttled back to the lower system pressure as it falls from the generator into the absorber. The coeﬃcient of performance (COP) is commonly used for evaluation of the performance of heat pumps, including absorption cycles. The COP of an absorption system in the cooling and heating modes is determined by the following relationships: QEV QGE Q þ QCO COP H ¼ AB QGE



wCooling Dhfuel wHeating ¼ Dhfuel



gCooling ¼



3.3. Absorption heating and cooling system model



COP C ¼
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4. A case study 4.1. System conﬁguration The CHP system investigated in this case study produces electricity, heating/cooling and/or hot water. As shown in Fig. 2, it combines a SOFC system, a water-lithium bromide (LiBr) absorption heating and cooling system and an additional heat exchanger in an operating conﬁguration similar to that described in Section 2. The fuel cell model is based on a pre-commercial 110 kW tubular SOFC developed by Siemens-Westinghouse. This system consists of a desulfurizer, an internal-reforming solid oxide fuel cell stack, a combustor and two recovery heat exchangers. The ﬁeld performance parameters of this SOFC are given in Table 2, see above. The performance of the LiBr absorption system in this case study is based on a commercial gas ﬁred absorption heating and cooling system by Dalian Sanyo Refrigeration



ð17Þ ð18Þ



For a combined system, the cooling and heating eﬃciencies are diﬀerent from the COP for a single absorption system. They are deﬁned as follows:
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the conﬁguration of a speciﬁc combined system for the case study.
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Co., Ltd., in China (product model No. DG-11GM). It has been available for more than ten years. This LiBr absorption system is a double eﬀect cycle that includes the following major components: a ﬁrst stage generator, a second stage generator, a condenser, an evaporator, an absorber, two recovery heat exchangers, throttling valves and a solution pump. The nominal operating parameters of the DG11GM system are given in Table 3 [21]. To match the heat and mass balances between the SOFC system and LiBr absorption system, the operating parameters of the heat pump must be scaled down to utilize a smaller volume. For this study, it is assumed that the COP can remain unchanged. Additionally, the heat exchanger in the generator should be modiﬁed from a gas ﬁred conﬁguration to one utilizing the high temperature ﬂue gas from the SOFC system. The performance parameters of the system used in the case study are given in Table 4. The assumed operating parameters of the auxiliary components are listed in Table 5. 4.2. System simulation In this study, the pressures in all of the SOFC system components are assumed to be 1 bar, and the ﬂow resistances in the pipelines and components in the SOFC system are neglected. The typical natural gas composition in the United States is 94.4% methane, 3.1% ethane, and 1.1% nitrogen and other components [22]. In this study, the natural gas is assumed to be pure CH4. The recirculation of the depleted ﬂue gas from the cell stack exit for internal reforming is set to 58%. This results in a steam-to-carbon Table 3 Nominal operating condition of the LiBr absorption system (DG-11 GM, Dalian Sanyo Refrigeration Co., Ltd.) Parameters



Values



Cooling capability (kW) Heating capability (kW) Electricity consumed by pumps (kW) Heat energy from ﬁred gas (kW) Heating water inlet temperature (K) Heating water outlet temperature (K) Cooling water inlet temperature (K) Cooling water outlet temperature (K) Heating COP Cooling COP



351.24 295.24 2.65 348.33 329 334 285 279 0.84 1.01



Table 4 Scaled operation condition of the LiBr absorption system Parameters



Values



Cooling capability (kW) Heating capability (kW) Electricity consumed by pumps (kW) Heat from ﬂue gas after combustor (kW) Heating water inlet temperature (K) Heating water outlet temperature (K) Cooling water inlet temperature (K) Cooling water outlet temperature (K)



115.9 96.4 1.68 114.8 329 333 285 280



Table 5 The assumed performance values of the related system components Parameters



Assumed values



Heat exchanger eﬃciency (%) Combustor isentropic eﬃciency (%) The minimum temperature diﬀerence (DT) between the ﬂuids in all heat exchangers (K)



90 95 50



ratio (S/C) in the reforming process of 2.5 < S/C < 3. To calculate the heat and mass balance of this combined system, the system model described in Sections 3.1–3.3 was developed and implemented into code using FORTRAN. 4.3. Simulation results The results of the simulation, as denoted by the temperatures, ﬂow rates and composition of the ﬂuids at each node of the system, as shown in Fig. 2, are listed in Table 6. The full model development of the SOFC model has been discussed in greater detail in previous works by this paper’s authors [29–33]. The SOFC model has been validated using both the limited data provided by Siemens-Westinghouse and by comparison with other validated simulation results [23,34–38]. The LiBr absorption system has been validated using data directly provided by the manufacturer [21]. The calculated performance of the system for all three operating modes is shown in Table 7. We can see that when the combined system consumes 0.0044 kg/s of natural gas and 0.4653 kg/s of air, it produces a net electrical power of about 94 kW and can provide either 115.9 kW of cooling, 96 kW of heating or 103 kW of water heating capability. The system’s electrical eﬃciency is 43.3%. The space heating and cooling eﬃciencies are 43.7% and 52.6%, respectively. If we deﬁne total system eﬃciency as the sum of the electrical eﬃciency and the heating/cooling eﬃciency, we can see that the total system eﬃciency can reach 87% or more. These high system eﬃciencies are due to both the high level of utilization of the waste heat and to the COP (and therefore ambient energy usage) of the heat pump. 5. Discussion 5.1. Technical aspects Diﬀerent types of buildings have diﬀerent requirements for space heating, cooling, water heating and electricity. The combined system must be designed to ﬁt diﬀerent buildings. Given the energy consumption (Table 8) of a typical American oﬃce building, the combined system in the case study has the potential to supply the space heating, cooling, hot water and lighting electricity for an oﬃce building of around 9500 m2. An alternative conﬁguration to the described thermally driven LiBr absorption heat pump could be a heat pump powered by electricity (i.e. a vapor compression cycle).
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Table 6 The thermo-ﬂuid properties at each state point for a SOFC power system Temperature (K)



Flow rate (kg/s)



Gas composition (mol%)



300 1073 300 1019 1173 1173 1348 1143 1143 1120 348



0.0044 0.0044 0.4577 0.4577 0.0147 0.4439 0.4653 0.4653 0.4653 0.4653 0.4653



CH4: CH4: N2: N2: H2O: N2: H2O: H2O: H2O: H2O: H2O:



100 100 79 79 59.8 83.4 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8



Heating mode 14 329 16 333



5.54 5.54



H2O: H2O:



100 100



Cooling mode 17 285 18 280



5.54 5.54



H2O: H2O:



100 100



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11



Table 7 Summary of calculated performance of the system in the case study



Natural gas (LHV) (kW) Electrical power (kW) Maximum heating (kW) Maximum cooling (kW) Maximum hot water (kW) Consumed pump work (kW) Net electric power (kW) System electrical eﬃciency (%) Heating eﬃciency (%) Cooling eﬃciency (%) Hot water eﬃciency (%) Total system eﬃciency (%)



Heating mode



Cooling mode



Hot water mode



220.4 95.5 96.4 0 0 1.68 93.8 43.3 43.7 – – 87



220.4 95.5 0 115.9 0 1.68 93.8 43.3 – 52.6 – 95.9



220.4 95.5 0 0 103 2.0 93.5 43.3 – – 46.7 90



O2: O2: H2: O2: O2: O2: O2: O2: O2:



21 21 9.8 16.6 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9



CO:



11.0



CO2:



19.4



N2: N2: N2: N2: N2:



80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0



CO2: CO2: CO2: CO2: CO2:



1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3



membrane fuel cells (PEMFC), phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFC) and molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC). PEMFCs and PAFCs, however, work at low temperatures such as less than 100 C and 200 C, respectively. Furthermore, both need an external fuel reformer in order to use fuel other than pure hydrogen and have a low tolerance for CO, which is a product of natural gas reforming [25]. MCFCs are a better option, since they work at high temperatures (900 K), and can incorporate internal fuel reformers. MCFCs are also good candidates for general stationary power generation. To evaluate the eﬀect of using alternate fuel cells, the system interactions must be studied in detail. 5.2. Economic aspects



Table 8 Typical energy consumption intensities (W/m2) in oﬃce buildings in the USA (2003) [24] Space heating



Space cooling



Water heating



Lighting



87



3.32



3.18



10.26



When examined as an isolated system, a vapor compression cycle can be highly eﬃcient. However, large conversion losses can occur in creating the work that drives the compressor. Thermally driven absorption cycles do not convert heat to work (electricity) and then back to heat, thus avoiding those energy losses. Nevertheless, mechanical heat pump systems have some advantages, and they are possible choices in some situations. For example, load matching is more complicated when the excess electricity produced cannot be sent to the grid, or the SOFC unit can not produce enough exhaust heat to meet all of the heating, cooling and hot water requirements. This is discussed further in Section 5.2 below. There are also alternatives to SOFCs that could be used in an integrated system, such as proton exchange



The thermodynamic analysis shows that the combination of a SOFC power generation system and a thermally driven absorption heating and cooling system results in a high overall eﬃciency. However, being economically viable is also very important for such a combined system to ﬁnd wide practical applications. Based on the case study, the operating costs of such a combined system for several load cases were evaluated. The evaluation of operating cost (US $) considers energy costs in Western Pennsylvania in 2003. Natural gas and electricity prices were set to the retail prices of the commercial sector in that region: $329.47/1000 m3 and 8.38 ct/kW h, respectively [24]. Based on weather data for the Western Pennsylvania region [26], we can calculate the yearly energy costs and savings per day of operation. The economics of electrical load following versus space heating load following were compared. The results are discussed below. Figs. 3 and 4 show the typical load data for electricity and space conditioning for an oﬃce building in Pennsylvania [39].
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Electricity Heat



Energy [kW]



100.0



Table 9 Operating cost of discussed plant for a typical summer day (a) and winter day (b) Cost [$/day]



Electricity matched



Cooling matched



60.0



CHP base Additional heat Additional electricity Total



170 27 N/A 197



148 N/A 24 172



40.0



Separate production



272



20.0



(b) Winter CHP base Additional heat Additional electricity Total



173 54 N/A 227



Separate production



304



(a) Summer
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Time [hr]



176 N/A 16 192



Fig. 3. Typical energy demand of an oﬃce building during a winter day.
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Fig. 4. Typical energy demand of an oﬃce building during a summer day.



Using this data, the discussed fuel cell and heat pump plant’s performance is investigated for two diﬀerent load cases in each season. First, the electricity demand is matched exactly, and we investigate how the heating demand is met. Second, the heating demand is matched exactly, and we investigate how the electricity demand is met. For the typical summer day, we perform the same investigation with electricity and cooling demand. In the case of under-produced heating or cooling, it is assumed that additional fuel is needed to supply the diﬀerence. Overproduced heating and cooling is considered waste. If electricity is under-produced, it is assumed that additional electricity has to be purchased from the grid. On the other hand, if we produce excess electricity, it can be supplied to the grid at half the purchase price. The data for the combined production of electricity and heating/cooling are then compared to separate productions. The results of these investigations are presented in Table 9(a) and (b). It can be seen that the combined production of heat and electricity or cooling and electricity decreases the energy



cost considerably. From this data, we can now calculate the overall savings and economic beneﬁts. Considering the investment and maintenance costs as well as the operating cost savings, the years to payback for an added SOFC generator are dependent on the cost of the SOFC system (Fig. 5). At present, the initial cost of fuel cell based power systems is still high and is the biggest obstacle hindering large scale commercialization. In 1998, the cost per kWel of a 1.8 MWel SOFC unit was approximately $500-600/kWel, which includes cell stacks, a spent fuel recirculation loop, a pre-reformer, insulation, instrumentation and a stack container [27]. Considering peripheral system components, installation and maintenance costs, the total estimated cost per kW will be two to three times higher. The life span of a SOFC stack has been estimated to be between 4 and 8 years. The US Department of Energy’s Oﬃce of Fossil Energy is funding the Solid State Energy Conversion Alliance (SECA) SOFC programs. One major objective is to reduce
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Fig. 5. The relation of the years to payback for an added SOFC system and the cost of the SOFC unit.
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Table 10 Economical comparison between the proposed and conventional CHP systems



Investment cost ($/kWel) Maintenance cost ($/kW h) Life span (h) a b



Proposed system



ICE



Gas turbine



1000 0.0013 40,000a



1000–3000 0.0008-0.0013 15,000–40,000



1200 0.0006–0.0012b 40,000



Based on 8000 h/year [40]. Using a conversion rate of 1.25 Euro/ US$.



Table 11 Summary of emission reduction of combined system



6. Conclusion



Emissions (kg/day)



NOx



SOx



CO



CO2



95.5 kW (fossil ﬁred plant in US)a 95.5 kW (US average) Single LiBr absorption systemb Combined system



58 – 2.6 0



39 – 0.005 0



39 – – 0



2346 1394 497 953



a b



The emissions data of a fossil ﬁred plant provided by [28]. The emissions data of burning natural gas provided by [24].



the initial cost of SOFC systems to $400/kWel by 2010 [1]. If this target can be reached, the total estimated cost of a SOFC system will be less than $1000/kWel. At that cost and a SOFC life span greater than 5 years, this system will be a good alternative to current CHP technologies. Table 10 shows a comparison between the proposed CHP system and conventional CHP technology [40,41]. The data provided in Table 10 illustrate our claim that the proposed system compares well with other CHP technologies with respect to investment cost and maintenance cost. Assuming fuel cell technology will advance more in the short term future than both internal combustion engines and gas turbines, as they are both well established, it becomes clear that CHP systems, such as the proposed one, will likely become feasible in the near future. 5.3. Environmental aspects The burning of fossil fuels to meet our energy demand is resulting in the emission of vast amounts of air pollutants, which will have dramatic eﬀects on our lives. However, through electrochemical reactions, SOFC power generation systems produce very low levels of air pollutants and greenhouse gases such as nitrous oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx) and CO [28]. LiBr absorption systems produce no ozone depleting substances. This combined system is very environmentally friendly. When comparing the emissions of a CHP system with a separate power generation system and a single LiBr absorption system with the same volumes, it can be seen that the system discussed in this work has great advantages over separate heat and electricity generation. The results of this comparison are given in Table 11. The comparison shows that the CHP system from our case study can reduce emissions of NOx, SOx, CO, and CO2 dramatically. The NOx, SOx and CO emissions are very small compared to the other emissions and can be neglected. CO2 emissions are reduced by about 55%.
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